Scale-separated AdS$_3$ vacua from $G_2$-orientifolds using pure spinors
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Abstract: In this paper, minimal supersymmetric AdS$_3$ solutions on $G_2$-orientifolds of type IIA and IIB supergravity are studied. These are obtained by techniques of the pure spinor formalism. A straightforward argument is derived against AdS$_3$ solutions in massless type IIA string theory on such $G_2$-backgrounds. Furthermore, it is shown that some of the AdS$_3$ solutions in massive type IIA do admit a separation of scales, whereas the same cannot be said for the type IIB vacua. Finally, a formula for the 3d superpotential in the pure spinor language is given that is valid for both type IIA and type IIB configurations. It is shown that the supersymmetry conditions of this superpotential lead back to the pure spinor equations.
1 Introduction

The swampland program sheds new light on the field of string compactifications. Its aim of delineating which low energy effective field theories (EFTs) can be completed into a consistent UV theory of quantum gravity and which not, has led to many different insights. However, the criteria for EFTs to belong to the Swampland are formulated as conjectures. Some of these conjectures have been extensively studied in the context of ten-dimensional string theory, e.g. the No Global Symmetries conjecture [1, 2], the Weak Gravity Conjecture [3], etc. for which no counterexamples have been found and arguments close to a proof have been formulated [4–6]. Unfortunately other conjectures, with more phenomenological impact, do not share the same fate. An example is the strong AdS distance conjecture (ADC) [7], which forbids supersymmetric AdS vacua that exhibit a feature called scale separation. Similar statements were already raised before in [8, 9] and more recently in [10]. A string compactification is said to be scale-separated whenever its Kaluza-Klein (KK) energy scale is much larger than the cosmological constant scale. For phenomenological purposes, this feature is vital, as only scale-separated vacua can be considered genuinely lower-dimensional. It has been shown for $d > 4$ that scale separation is in tension with the magnetic weak gravity conjecture for supersymmetric AdS$_d$ vacua purely from the lower-dimensional gauged supergravity point of view [11]. For $d \leq 4$ the situation is a bit more involved. Indeed, there are a couple of counterexamples to the ADC. In type IIB string theory one has e.g. the four-dimensional supersymmetric KKLT [12] vacuum where scale separation is achieved by a small flux superpotential, where one has to rely on non-perturbative physics to stabilise the moduli. Finding vacua with such a small flux superpotential has been the topic of many recent works [13–19], but has been criticised in [19, 20]. Another class of models with apparent scale separation is the (non-supersymmetric) Large Volume Scenario (LVS) [21–24], although it lately has been criticised in [25–28].

In type massive IIA string theory, the celebrated four-dimensional DGKT construction [29] also serves as a counterexample to the strong ADC (however see [30] for a modification to
the conjecture). There all the moduli are stabilised with classical ingredients such as smeared orientifold-6 (O6-)planes on a $T^{6}/\mathbb{Z}_{3} \times \mathbb{Z}_{3}$ orbifold. More generally this can be extended to other constructions on manifolds with SU(3)-structure in type IIA. Such solutions were pioneered by [31], furthermore studied in references like [32–34] and extended in other works, e.g. [35–38] and many others. See also [39, 40] for an extensive search of scale-separated solutions amongst type II vacua on group manifolds. The fact that these models have no M-theory uplift and that O6-planes are treated as non-local objects has led to a lot of debate about the consistency of these solutions. Advancements on the latter issue have been made, treating the O6-planes as local sources by using a perturbative scheme [41, 42]. Furthermore, a double T-dual version of [29] has been studied on the Iwasawa nilmanifold in type IIA [43]. These solutions have a separation of the KK and AdS scale, but not of the curvature scales as expected from [44, 45] and hence circumventing the nogo-theorem formulated in [8]. The strongly coupled solutions of [43] can then further be uplifted to M-theory. Such M-theory solutions also exhibit scale separation and predict the existence of seven-dimensional positively curved Einstein manifolds where the Kaluza-Klein length scale also decouples from the curvature scale. Thus the uplift circumvents the nogo-theorem of [8] as well and goes against the claims of [10].

The ultimate goal is to settle the debate by the use of holography. Indeed, the CFT$_{3}$ dual statement of scale separation is quite simple: it requires that the CFT$_{3}$ has a parametrically large gap. Whether such CFTs exist has not been settled yet, but pieces of the puzzle have been studied in e.g. [46, 47]. The first steps towards studying the putative CFT$_{3}$ duals of the models described above can be found in [48–52]. This is often referred to as the ‘holographic swampland’ program. However, CFT$_{2}$’s are easier to study and hence it would be interesting to test the same statements for AdS$_{3}$ vacua. An example of such scale-separated vacua are compactifications of massive type IIA on manifolds with $G_{2}$-holonomy, studied in [53, 54]. These can be regarded as the 3d analogue of the 4d DGKT solutions. These setups also contain O6-planes, wrapping 4-cycles in the 7d manifold. For some particular choices of the four-form fluxes, scale separation can be achieved in these models as well. A similar construction has been considered in type IIB on manifolds with $G_{2}$-structure but scale separation could not be obtained [55]. In order to obtain all these vacuum solutions, the authors had to go through the process of dimensionally reducing the ten-dimensional type IIA/B action, constructing the scalar potential, deriving a 3d real superpotential from that and then minimising this superpotential (in 4d referred to as ‘solving the F-term equations’) to obtain supersymmetric solutions. This was a quite laborious procedure, and the main point of this paper is to demonstrate that such solutions can be found more elegantly by considering the pure spinor equations of [56]. These techniques were already applied to $\mathcal{N} = 1$ vacua with a specific $G_{2}$-structure in another orientifold setting in [56] and to $\mathcal{N} = 2$ $G_{2}$-vacua in [57]. In the $\mathcal{N} = 1$ setup that is studied in this paper, these pure spinors will also be used to construct the 3d superpotential, valid for both type IIA and type IIB.

In section 2 the pure spinor technology for 3d backgrounds and the properties of a manifold with $G_{2}$-structure is reviewed. In section 3 this is applied to type IIA backgrounds,
in section 4 for type IIB ones. Section 5 discusses the 3d superpotential in the pure spinor formalism and its variations are shown to be equivalent with the pure spinor equations.

2 Pure spinors in 7d

A standard way to find vacuum solutions in string theory is dimensionally reducing the ten-dimensional theory to a lower dimensional effective field theory (EFT) and then minimising the scalar potential $V$ for the moduli. If one insists on keeping some supersymmetry, it is useful to express the scalar potential in terms of a superpotential. A supersymmetric solution is then found by minimising this superpotential.

However, one can alternatively work directly in ten dimensions and find vacuum solutions by solving the 10d vacuum equations of motion. The solutions one obtains in this way are not necessarily supersymmetric either. Fortunately it has been known that solving the supersymmetry conditions or Killing spinor equations and imposing the Bianchi identities for the RR fluxes is equivalent to solving the equations of motion and guarantees supersymmetry (see [58] and references therein for an extensive treatment). Furthermore, these Killing spinor equations can be recast into form- rather than spinor equations, and these are called the pure spinor equations. In this formalism, all the data from the metric is encoded into the pure spinors. Many works on this technology have appeared in the context of 4d, i.e. [35, 59–62]. More recently, a similar exercise has been made for three dimensions in [56] and was applied to many different backgrounds in e.g. [57, 63, 64]. The basics about these setups are reviewed in the remainder of this section, which relies on [63]. The 3d compactifications of interest have the following 10d product metric in string frame

$$ds^2_{10} = e^{2A} ds^2_3 + ds^2_7,$$

(2.1)

where the warp factor $e^A$ is a function on the 7d space. The 10d spinors of type IIA/B are therefore accordingly decomposed into a three-dimensional ($\zeta$) and seven-dimensional ($\eta_{1,2}$) part, being

$$\epsilon_1 = \zeta \otimes \eta_1 \otimes \left( \frac{1}{-i} \right), \quad \epsilon_2 = \zeta \otimes \eta_2 \otimes \left( \frac{1}{\mp i} \right).$$

(2.2)

The upper (lower) sign corresponds to type IIA (IIB) string theory. In a supersymmetric AdS$_3$ background, the external 3d spinor $\zeta$ has to satisfy

$$\nabla_\nu \zeta = \frac{\mu}{2} \gamma_\nu \zeta,$$

(2.3)

where $\mu$ parametrises the AdS scale in string units, i.e. $\mu^2 = L_{\text{AdS}}^{-2}$ and $\Lambda = -2\mu^2$. Evidently one should take $\mu = 0$ for Minkowski backgrounds. The supersymmetry conditions that involve these spinors, can be written in terms of polyform equations. Indeed, the bispinor constructed out of $\eta_1$ and $\eta_2$ can be related through the Clifford map to an even polyform
\( \Psi_+ \) and an odd \( \Psi_- \) which are often called the pure spinors:

\[
\eta_1 \otimes \eta_2^\dagger = \Psi_+ = i \Psi_-.
\] (2.4)

Unlike the for 6d Euclidean spinors, \( \Psi_+ \) and \( \Psi_- \) in 7d are related to each other through the Clifford map, i.e.

\[
\ast \lambda \Psi_\pm = \mp \Psi_\mp.
\] (2.5)

The \( \ast \) is the usual Hodge operator and \( \lambda \) represents the reversal operator on a \( p \)-form with \( \lambda A_p = (-1)^{\frac{p}{2}} A_p \). These pure spinors encode all the information of the 7d internal metric and are subject to the normalisation condition

\[
\langle \Psi_+, \Psi_- \rangle = e^{2A} \frac{\text{vol}_7}{8},
\] (2.6)

where \( \text{vol}_7 \) is the volume form (not with unit volume). Also, \( \langle \Xi, \Upsilon \rangle = \langle \Xi \wedge \lambda \Upsilon \rangle_{\text{top}} \) is the Mukai-Chevalley pairing for the two polyforms \( \Xi \) and \( \Upsilon \). In 7d, the \( \ast \lambda \)- and pairing operator have useful properties:

\[
\langle \Xi, \Upsilon \rangle = - \langle \Upsilon, \Xi \rangle, \quad \langle \ast \lambda \Xi, \ast \lambda \Upsilon \rangle = \langle \Xi, \Upsilon \rangle, \quad (\ast \lambda)^2 = -1.
\] (2.7)

As said before, the supersymmetry conditions for type II theories can be reformulated in terms of the pure spinors. It is a laborious procedure, but the result is elegantly described by three polyform equations [56]:

\[
d_H (e^{A-\phi} \Psi_+) = 0
\] (2.8)

\[
d_H (e^{2A-\phi} \Psi_\pm + 2\mu e^{A-\phi} \Psi_+) = \frac{1}{8} e^{3A} \ast \lambda F
\] (2.9)

\[
\langle \Psi_\pm, F \rangle = \mp \frac{\mu}{2} e^{-\phi} \text{vol}_7,
\] (2.10)

where the upper (lower) sign has to be taken for type IIA (IIB), \( d_H = d - H \wedge \) is the \( H \)-twisted exterior derivative and the fluxes \( F \) have only legs in the 7 internal dimensions. The last equation, (2.10), is referred to as the pairing equation and is absent for 4d supergravities. Supplemented with the RR Bianchi identities,

\[
d_H F = j_{\text{source}},
\] (2.11)

the pure spinor equations solve the 10d equations of motion. The beauty of this system of equations is that the local sources like D-branes or O-planes only directly affect the Bianchi identities and not the pure spinor equations. However, since O-planes do project out certain fluxes and forms, one has to make sure that the chosen orbifold and orientifold involutions are compatible with the pure spinors \( \Psi_\pm \) of a given group structure.
In the case of interest, being a 7d manifold with $G_2$-structure, the pure spinors are \cite{56, 63}

\[ \Psi_- = \frac{e^A}{8} (\Phi - \text{vol}_7), \quad \Psi_+ = \frac{e^A}{8} (1 - \star \Phi), \]

(2.12)

where $\Phi$ is the $G_2$-invariant three-form. Together with its associate four-form $\Psi = \star \Phi$ it can be used to reconstruct the metric by \cite{58}

\[ g_{mn} = \frac{1}{24} \Phi_{mpq} \Phi_{nrs} \Psi^{prqs}. \]

(2.13)

The last object $\Psi^{prqs}$ has to be seen as a ‘quadruvector’ whose elements are defined by $\Psi^{pqrs} = -(\Psi_{pqrs})^{-1}$. Both the three- and four-form can be parametrised in terms of the vielbein one-forms $e^a$, $a = 1...7$ as

\[ \Phi = e^{147} + e^{257} + e^{367} + e^{123} - e^{345} + e^{246} - e^{156} \]
\[ \star \Phi = e^{2356} + e^{1346} + e^{1245} + e^{4567} - e^{1267} + e^{1357} - e^{2347}. \]

(2.14)

Whenever the three-form and its associate four-form are not closed, their departure from non-closure can be parametrised by torsion classes $W_j$ which are classified in in the $G_2$-irreducible representations. These comprise the trivial 1-, the fundamental 7-, the adjoint 14- and symmetric traceless 27-representations which correspond to the torsion classes $W_1$, $W_7$, $W_{14}$ and $W_{27}$ respectively. Such torsion classes are often referred to as geometric flux.

In summary, non-closure of the three- and four-form is given by

\[ d\Phi = W_1 \star \Phi + W_7 \wedge \Phi + W_{27} \]
\[ d\star \Phi = \frac{4}{3} W_7 \wedge \star \Phi + W_{14} \wedge \Phi. \]

(2.15)

The $W_1$- and $W_7$-torsion classes are a 0- and 1-form respectively, and the $W_{14}$ and $W_{27}$ are a 2- and 4-form that satisfy

\[ \star W_{14} = W_{14} \wedge \Phi, \quad W_{14} \wedge \star \Phi = 0, \quad W_{27} \wedge \Phi = 0 = W_{27} \wedge \star \Phi. \]

(2.16)

We now established the necessary tools to discuss AdS$_3$ solutions with $G_2$-structure, alike \cite{53, 55}, in the language of the pure spinors. This will be discussed in the next sections.

3 Type IIA AdS$_3$ solutions

In this section we look at AdS$_3$ backgrounds in type IIA with pure spinor techniques. Some of these setups were previously considered in \cite{53}. A beautiful feature of the pure spinor language is that the pure spinor equations leave us with conditions on the fluxes and geometric forms for which the presence of sources like O-planes is not directly invoked. Besides the requirement that they have to be compatible with a $G_2$-structure and preserve the right amount of supersymmetry, the sources only play an explicit role in the Bianchi identities.
This allows us to make general statements about the solution without specifying the sources at the beginning.

When we consider type IIA supergravity, the first pure spinor equation (2.8) with the $G_2$-structure expressions for $\Psi_\pm$ (2.12) implies that

$$d\left(e^{2A-\phi}\Phi\right) = 0, \quad \Phi \wedge H = 0.$$ (3.1)

On top of that, by the virtue of (2.9) the RR fluxes appear to be

$$e^{3A} \ast F_6 = -d\left(e^{3A-\phi}\right)$$ (3.2)
$$e^{3A} \ast F_4 = -e^{3A-\phi}H - 2\mu e^{2A-\phi}\Phi$$ (3.3)
$$e^{3A} \ast F_2 = d\left(e^{3A-\phi} \ast \Phi\right)$$ (3.4)
$$e^{3A} \ast F_0 = e^{3A-\phi}H \wedge \ast \Phi + 2\mu e^{2A-\phi}\text{vol}_7$$ (3.5)

The pairing equation (2.10) puts additional constraints on the fluxes, i.e.

$$\Phi \wedge F_4 - F_0\text{vol}_7 = -4\mu e^{-A-\phi}\text{vol}_7.$$ (3.6)

Furthermore, it is interesting to combine eq. (3.3), (3.5) and (3.6) to obtain

$$H \wedge \ast \Phi = -6\mu e^{-A}\text{vol}_7, \quad e^{\phi}F_0 = -4\mu e^{-A}.$$ (3.7)

From the latter condition we derive that $e^{\phi+A}$ is a constant, since $F_0$ needs to be a quantised constant. More importantly we conclude that

There are no supersymmetric AdS$_3$ compactifications of massless type IIA string theory with $G_2$-structure.

This is because massless type IIA needs $F_0 = 0$ and that requires $\mu = 0$ through eq. (3.7), leaving us only with Minkowski solutions in massless type IIA. For the 4d DGKT vacua in massive type IIA on manifolds with SU(3)-structure it was possible to perform two T-dualities and end up with vacua in massless type IIA, again on manifolds with SU(3)-structure [36, 43]. This scenario is therefore not possible in 3d vacua from manifolds with $G_2$-structure.

In what follows we are mainly interested in setups with smeared sources. For those the warping and dilaton profile are trivial. From eq. (3.1), this means that all torsion classes except $W_{14}$ vanish:

$$d\Phi = 0, \quad d \ast \Phi = W_{14} \wedge \Phi.$$ (3.8)

These are the so-called closed $G_2$-structures. A manifold with such $W_{14}$ torsion cannot be a toroidal orbifold [65], but it can be realised as a compact solvmanifold [66, 67]. By (3.4) the inclusion of $W_{14}$ also means that $F_2 = e^{-\phi}W_{14}$.

Smeared O-planes have to be introduced to solve the Bianchi identities, and hence the
equations of motion. In its most general form, they are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathrm{d}F_0 &= 0, & \mathrm{d}F_2 &= H F_0 + j_{O6/D6}, \\
\mathrm{d}F_4 &= H \wedge F_2, & \mathrm{d}F_6 &= H \wedge F_4 + j_{O2/D2}.
\end{align*}
\]

(3.9)

However, it turns out that turning on $W_{14}$ and hence $F_2$ does not solve the supersymmetric equations of motion for AdS$_3$ backgrounds. One can see this more easily from the on-shell scalar potential one obtains from dimensional reduction. By definition it must be equal to $V_{\text{on-shell}} = -\mu^2 M_{Pl}^3$, however with the inclusion of $W_{14}$ this rather becomes $V_{\text{on-shell}} = (-\mu^2 + |W_{14}|^2) M_{Pl}^3$, the second contribution coming from the curvature $R_7$- and $F_2$-contribution to the scalar potential. It should be cancelled by the negative energy of localised sources, in this case spacetime-filling O4-planes, but such sources have no calibrated two-cycles to wrap in the $G_2$-compactification at hand \[67\]. Hence it is only consistent to put $W_{14} = 0$. As a consequence, all 14-components of the fluxes are projected out.

From now on we write $e^\phi = g_s$ and put $e^A = 1$ without loss of generality for the rest of this section. One remarks from (3.2) that with these quantities being constant, $F_6$ necessarily vanishes.

**A toroidal orientifold example and scale separation**

As a concrete example we consider a toroidal orientifold $T^7/\mathbb{Z}_2 \times \mathbb{Z}_2 \times \mathbb{Z}_2$ with $G_2$-structure as was studied in \[53\]. This is a seven-dimensional orbifold that has orbifold singularities that can be chosen to be blown up. For such toroidal orbifolds it is known that the torsion class $W_{14}$ vanishes as stated before \[65\]. The three orbifold actions can be parametrised as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Theta_\alpha (e^1, e^2, e^3, e^4, e^5, e^6, e^7) &= (e^1, e^2, e^3, e^4, -e^5, -e^6, -e^7) \\
\Theta_\beta (e^1, e^2, e^3, e^4, e^5, e^6, e^7) &= (-e^1, -e^2, e^3, e^4, e^5, -e^6, -e^7) \\
\Theta_\gamma (e^1, e^2, e^3, e^4, e^5, e^6, e^7) &= (-e^1, e^2, -e^3, e^4, -e^5, e^6, -e^7).
\end{align*}
\]

(3.12)

There are 7 sets of O6-planes that are generated by these orbifold actions and the following orientifold action:

\[
\sigma (e^1, e^2, e^3, e^4, e^5, e^6, e^7) = (-e^1, -e^2, -e^3, -e^4, -e^5, -e^6, -e^7).
\]

(3.13)

It also generates spacetime-filling O2-planes. The O6-planes source the $F_2$ Bianchi identity, the O2-planes the one of $F_6$ as in (3.9). We allow for D2-branes to potentially cancel the O2-charge.

For the remainder of this section, it is useful to write the fluxes and geometric forms in terms of the three-form basis $\{\Phi_i\}$ and four-form basis $\{\Psi_i\}$ for $i = 1, \ldots, 7$ that satisfy

\[
\Phi_i \wedge \Psi_j = \delta_{ij} \mathbf{1}, \quad \Phi_i \wedge \Phi_j = 0, \quad \Psi_i \wedge \Psi_j = 0.
\]

(3.14)

Unit volume form is understood for $\mathbf{1}$. The $G_2$-invariant three-form can then be decomposed...
in the three-form basis as
\[ \Phi = s^i \Phi_i, \] (3.15)
where the \( s_i \) are the geometric moduli which can be reformulated into the radii of the different circles in the \( T^7 \). With these moduli, another useful identity is
\[ \star \Phi_i = \frac{V_7}{(s^i)^2} \Psi_i, \] (3.16)
with \( V_7 = (\Pi_{i=1}^7 s^i)^{1/3} \) the volume. The fluxes can similarly be decomposed in the three- and four-form basis:
\[ \begin{align*}
H &= h^i \Phi_i, \\
F_4 &= F_{4A} + F_{4B} = f_A^i \Psi_i + f_B^i \Psi_i, 
\end{align*} \] (3.17)
with \( F_{4A} \wedge H = 0, F_{4B} \wedge H \neq 0 \). In other words, \( F_{4A} \) does not participate in the \( F_6 \) Bianchi identity whereas \( F_{4B} \) does. With all of these redefinitions, the pure spinor equations become the algebraic conditions
\[ \begin{align*}
g_s (f_A^i + f_B^i) \left( \frac{s^i}{s} \right)^2 &= -h^i - 2 \mu s^i \quad \text{no sum} \quad (3.18) \\
g_s F_0 &= \sum_i \left( \frac{h^i}{s} \right) + 2 \mu \quad (3.19) \\
g_s \sum_i (f_A^i + f_B^i) s^i &- g_s F_0 V_7 = -4 \mu V_7. \quad (3.20)
\end{align*} \]
It is now time to look whether the equations above exhibit a scaling symmetry with the unconstrained four-form flux quanta. Let us simplify by assuming that all the moduli \( s^i \) scale in the same manner, which we will refer to as uniform scalings. Then \( s^i \sim V_7^{3/7} \). We make the same assumption for the \( h^i \)'s, \( f_A^i \)'s and \( f_B^i \)'s. We know that \( F_0 \) should not scale. Then from the \( F_2 \) Bianchi identity we know that the \( h^i \)'s should not scale either, since the O6 source cannot scale. This then means that the \( f_B^i \)'s can scale neither, seen from the \( F_6 \) Bianchi identity. By investigation of the equations above, we notice that there is no scaling symmetry unless all the \( f_B^i \) vanish, and hence \( F_4 \) does not participate in the \( F_6 \) Bianchi identity. But the O2-planes and D2-branes do, so we can only allow for setups with eight times more O2s than D2s such that their total charge vanishes. With this requirement, a scaling symmetry of the pure spinor equations and Bianchi identities can be found with a new scaling parameter \( f_A \):
\[ \begin{align*}
f_A^i &\sim f_A, \quad F_0 \sim f_A^0, \quad h^i \sim f_A^0. \\
g_s \sim f_A^{-3/4}, \quad \mu \sim f_A^{-3/4}, \quad s^i \sim f_A^{3/4}. \quad (3.21)
\end{align*} \]
When we compare the KK-scale to the AdS scale, we find
\[ \frac{L_{\text{KK}}^2}{L_{\text{AdS}}^2} = V_7^{2/7} \mu^2 \sim f^{-1}, \] (3.22)
which goes to zero in the large four-form flux limit and hence scale separation is achieved once a solution can be found.

Let us now look at the same example as in [53] with the following flux choices

\[
\tilde{f}^i = f_A(-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 6), \quad h^i = h(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1). \tag{3.23}
\]

This leads to a six-fold symmetry for the \( s^i \) moduli in the first six directions, but not the seventh. This is parametrised by

\[
s^i = (s, s, s, s, s, s, s_7). \tag{3.24}
\]

With the introduction of the following non-scaling quantities

\[
m = \frac{g_s F_0}{2 \mu}, \quad f = \frac{h g_s f_A}{(2 \mu)^2 V_7^2}, \quad x = 2 \mu s \frac{s}{h}, \quad y = 2 \mu s \frac{s_7}{h}, \tag{3.25}
\]

the algebraic equations (3.18)-(3.20) become the following simple set of equations

\[
1 + x - f x^2 = 0, \quad (m - 1)xy - 6y - x = 0.
\]
\[
1 + y + 6 fy^2 = 0, \quad 6f(y - x) - m + 2 = 0. \tag{3.26}
\]

This system can be solved explicitly, with solutions:

\[
m = -2, \quad f = \frac{1}{49} \left(-10 + \sqrt{2}\right), \quad x = -3 - \sqrt{2}, \quad y = \frac{1}{3} \left(1 - 2\sqrt{2}\right). \tag{3.27}
\]

All these values are negative, and if we want positive \( s \) and \( s_7 \) it means that we have to take the signs of \( \mu, h, F_0 \) and \( f_A \) appropriately. One can show that these numerical values agree with the solution found in [53] after a change to Einstein frame for the dilaton.

There is no guarantee that a solution can be found for any \( F_4 \)- and \( H \)-flux choice. It would therefore be interesting to chart the landscape of scale-separated AdS\(_3\) vacua in future work.

4 Type IIB AdS\(_3\) solutions

One can do the same exercise for type IIB to find AdS\(_3\) vacua. For that one should take the same pure spinor equations (2.8)-(2.10) but now with the lower signs. In [55] it was observed that it is hard to achieve scale-separated solutions in the type IIB setup. Unsurprisingly we will obtain the same conclusion with the pure spinor techniques in a faster fashion.
From the first pure spinor equation (2.8) one finds that
\[ d(e^{2A-\phi}) = 0, \quad d(e^{2A-\phi} \star \Phi) = 0, \quad H = 0. \tag{4.1} \]

The RR fields can be determined with the second pure spinor equation (2.9):
\[ e^{3A} \star F_1 = 0 \tag{4.2} \]
\[ e^{3A} \star F_3 = -d(e^{3A-\phi} \Phi) + 2\mu e^{2A-\phi} \star \Phi \tag{4.3} \]
\[ e^{3A} \star F_5 = 0 \tag{4.4} \]
\[ e^{3A} \star F_7 = -e^{2A-\phi} 2\mu. \tag{4.5} \]

Here eq. (4.1) was already used to arrive at these expressions. Some of these RR fields are subject to another constraint through the pairing equation (2.10):
\[ \star \Phi \wedge F_3 - F_7 = 4\mu e^{-A-\phi} \text{vol}_7. \tag{4.6} \]

It serves well to combine (4.3), (4.5) and (4.6) to find
\[ \star \Phi \wedge F_3 = 2\mu e^{-A-\phi} \text{vol}_7, \quad \Phi \wedge \left(e^{-3A}d\left(e^{3A-\phi} \Phi\right)\right) = 12\mu e^{-A-\phi} \text{vol}_7. \tag{4.7} \]

From the latter equation the torsion class \( W_1 \) can be determined:
\[ W_1 = \frac{12}{7} \mu e^{-A}. \tag{4.8} \]

Again, we are interested in smeared sources such that the warping and dilaton profile are trivial and we therefore put \( e^\phi = g_s \) and \( e^A = 1 \). Since this implies \( d \star \Phi = 0 \) we find \( W_7 = 0 = W_{14} \) due to eq. (2.15). Then we can write \( d\Phi = W_1 \star \Phi + W_{27} \), which results for (4.3) in
\[ g_s F_3 = \frac{2\mu}{7} \Phi - \star W_{27}. \tag{4.9} \]

The pure spinor equations have to be supplemented with the Bianchi identities here as well. Because \( H, F_1 \) and \( F_5 \) are identically vanishing but \( F_3 \) not, there is only the potential need of O5/D5 sources when solving the Bianchi identities and hence only those sources are considered. Therefore, the only non-trivial Bianchi identity is the one for \( F_3 \):
\[ dF_3 = j_{\text{O5/D5}}. \tag{4.10} \]

When looking whether scale separation is possible in these type IIB setups, it is again useful to benefit from a scaling symmetry. Here we only look at setups with uniform scalings, meaning that all volume \( p \)-forms dual to \( p \)-cycles scale as \( L^p \), where \( L = V_7^{1/7} \) is the volume scale and serves as our proxy for the KK scale. This \( L \) is then a natural choice to parametrise the
scaling symmetry. By examining the scaling properties of the solutions, some conclusions of [55] are revisited. A first remark is that we need configurations where $F_3$ is closed and thus the D5-branes cancel the O5-charge in order to allow for weakly coupled solutions. Indeed, if not the $F_3$ Bianchi identity tells us that $F_3$ cannot scale. We learn further that with uniform scalings $\Phi \sim L^3$, $\Phi \sim L^4$ and hence through the torsion equation $d\Phi = W_1 \Phi + W_{27}$ that $\mu \sim W_1 \sim L^{-1}$ and $W_{27} \sim L^3$ or $\Phi W_{27} \sim L^2$ when respecting geometric flux quantisation. All these scalings indicate that the RHS of (4.9) scales like $L^2$, and hence $g_s \sim L^2$ because $F_3$ does not scale. Thus a large volume limit forces us to a strongly coupled regime. Therefore we need the D5-charge cancelling the O5-charge such $dF_3 = 0$ is enforced. Taking the easy route and requiring $F_3$ to vanish would lead us to Minkowski compactifications and hence are not of interest here. So in the case $F_3 \neq 0$ and $dF_3 = 0$, we conclude from above that

$$\mu \sim L^{-1}, \quad g_s \sim L^{2-a}, \quad F_3 \sim L^a, \quad (4.11)$$

with $a > 2$. However, scale separation cannot be achieved, because the ratio

$$\frac{L_{KK}^2}{L_{AdS}^2} = L^2 \mu^2 \sim L^0 \quad (4.12)$$

is of order one and cannot be made parametrically small. Hence there are no scale-separated AdS$_3$ solutions of type IIB on manifolds with $G_2$-structures for uniform scalings, just as was observed in [55]. The fact that one cannot find such scale-separated 3d vacua with weak coupling and large volume in classical type IIB is quite interesting. Similarly, in [43] it was observed that, despite earlier claims, the classical type IIB AdS$_4$ vacua with O5/O7-planes of [68] and [69] do not admit scale separation, weak coupling and large cycles at the same time. Therefore one could suggest that classical type IIB string theory does not harbour such vacuum solutions.

5 The 3d superpotential

The type II solutions discussed above benefit from $\mathcal{N} = 1$ supersymmetry in 3d. Just as in the 4d case, the scalar sector of such a supergravity theory is governed by a superpotential. For these type II orientifolds on manifolds with $G_2$-structure, the real superpotential $\mathcal{P}$ was computed for type IIA and type IIB in [53] and [55] separately. Alternatively one can define a normal superpotential $W$ and a Kähler-like potential $K$ (just as in 4d) from this real superpotential through the relation $\mathcal{P} = \left| e^{K/2} W \right|$. In 4d, the superpotential is the celebrated Gukov-Vafa-Witten superpotential and extensions thereof [70–72]. Moreover, in [62] the 4d off-shell Kähler- and superpotential were determined using the language of pure spinors. This has the benefit that expressions for type IIA and IIB are the same upon the exchange of the odd and even pure spinors. In what follows it is argued that the same can be done for these 3d setups with $G_2$-structure.
To put it simply, the 3d superpotential $W$ and Kähler potential $K$ are

$$
W = \pm 2 \int \langle e^{A-\phi} \Psi_{\mp}, F \rangle - 8 \int e^{-4A} \left\langle d_H \left( e^{2A-\phi} \Psi_{\pm} \right), e^{2A-\phi} \Psi_{\pm} \right\rangle \\
K = -4 \log \left[ 8 \int e^{-A-2\phi} \langle \Psi_{+}, \Psi_{-} \rangle \right]
$$

(5.1) (5.2)

It is important to note that in 3d there is no notion of complex moduli fields, and hence the superpotential we have written down is not to be understood as a holomorphic function anymore. Furthermore, it was shown in the previous sections that the warping should be trivial for the models under consideration. However, the warp factors are kept explicitly to make contact with the pure spinor equations (2.8)-(2.10). The expression for the Kähler potential is similar to its 4d counterpart in [62]. With the constant profiles, the Kähler potential can be neatly written as

$$
K = -4 \log \left[ e^{A-2\phi} V_7 \right] = -4 \log \left[ e^{A} \right] - 8\phi.
$$

(5.3)

The super- and Kähler potential given here are in agreement with [53, 55] after a change to Einstein frame for the dilaton.

One can show that the usual supersymmetry conditions for this Kähler- and superpotential are equivalent to the pure spinor equations (2.8)-(2.10). With the real moduli $\phi_i$, these conditions imply

$$
0 = D_{\phi_i} W \equiv \delta \left( e^X W \right) = \frac{\delta W}{\delta \phi_i} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{\delta K}{\delta \phi_i} W_{\text{on-shell}}.
$$

(5.4)

The on-shell superpotential $W_{\text{on-shell}}$ has to satisfy $\Lambda = -8e^{K} |W_{\text{on-shell}}|^2$, which then can be derived from eq. (5.2) to be

$$
W_{\text{on-shell}} = \frac{\mu}{2} e^{A-2\phi} V_7.
$$

(5.5)

Alternatively, one gets the same result when plugging in the pure spinor equations (2.8)-(2.10) into (5.1).

With the expression for the on-shell superpotential at hand, one can show that the supersymmetry condition for the dilaton $D_{\phi} W = 0$ is equivalent to the pairing equation (2.10):

$$
0 = D_{\phi} W
\Rightarrow 0 = \langle e^{A-\phi} \Psi_{\mp}, F \rangle \mp 8e^{-4A} \left\langle d_H \left( e^{2A-\phi} \Psi_{\pm} \right), e^{2A-\phi} \Psi_{\pm} \right\rangle \mp \mp 2W_{\text{on-shell}} \frac{\text{vol}_7}{V_7}
$$

(5.6)

$$
\mp \left( e^{A-\phi} \Psi_{\mp}, F \right) \mp W_{\text{on-shell}} \frac{\text{vol}_7}{V_7},
$$

(5.7)

and hence with (5.5) we recover the pairing equation (2.10)

$$
\langle \Psi_{\mp}, F \rangle = \mp \frac{\mu}{2} e^{-\phi} \text{vol}_7.
$$

(5.8)
The first pure spinor equation (2.8) is obtained by requiring that the Kähler- and superpotential are invariant under deformations of the RR gauge potential $C$. Consider such an infinitesimal deformation acting as $F \rightarrow F + d_H \delta C$ with arbitrary gauge potential $\delta C$. Invariance of the superpotential requires
\[ 0 = \delta W = \pm 2 \int e^{A - \phi} \Psi_\mp, d_H \delta C \right\rangle = \pm 2 \int \left\langle d_H \left( e^{A - \phi} \Psi_\mp \right), \delta C \right\rangle. \] (5.9)
Integration by parts was used in the last step. Because $\delta C$ is arbitrary, we recover the first pure spinor equation (2.8):
\[ d_H \left( e^{A - \phi} \Psi_\mp \right) = 0. \] (5.10)
It can also be obtained by acting with $d_H$ on the second pure spinor (2.9) and requiring the equations of motion for the RR fluxes $F$.

The second pure spinor equation (2.9) can be derived from deformations of the pure spinors in the super- and Kähler potential. For that it is useful to classify all possible forms into the irreducible representations of the $G_2$-group. These consist of the trivial $1$-, the fundamental $7$-, the adjoint $14$- and the symmetric traceless $27$-representation. The spaces of $p$-forms $\Lambda^p$ are categorised under these representations as follows
\[ \Lambda^0, \Lambda^7: 1 \]
\[ \Lambda^1, \Lambda^6: 7 \]
\[ \Lambda^2, \Lambda^5: 7 \oplus 14 \]
\[ \Lambda^3, \Lambda^4: 1 \oplus 7 \oplus 27. \] (5.11)
The pure spinors $\Psi_\pm$ both belong to the trivial representation $1$. One can then define projectors $\pi^i$ that project a form to its component along the representation $i = 1, 7, 14, 27$. With such a projector any two polyforms $\Xi$ and $\Upsilon$ satisfy
\[ \left\langle \pi^i(\Xi), \pi^j(\Upsilon) \right\rangle = 0 \text{ for } i \neq j. \] (5.12)

The deformations of the pure spinors themselves can thus also be categorised in these representations. Since the pure spinors encode all the metric information, deforming them also means deforming the metric and hence the Hodge dual operator. We then write such a deformation as $\Psi_\pm \rightarrow \Psi'_\pm = \Psi_\pm + \delta_1 \Psi_\pm$ and $\star \rightarrow \star' = \star + \star^{(\delta)}$ where $\star$ still corresponds to the undeformed Hodge star. The pure spinors are still dependent on each other and hence we require that $\star' \lambda \Psi'_\mp = \mp \Psi'_\mp$. To first order in the deformation this means that
\[ \star^{(\delta)} \lambda \Psi_\pm + \star (\delta_1 \Psi_\pm) = \mp \delta_1 \Psi_\mp. \] (5.13)
It is worth to notice that generally the first term, corresponding to deformations of the Hodge operator, does not need to vanish. For the $1$- and $27$-deformations this turns out to be the case. For $7$- and $14$-deformations the first term needs to vanish, since such deformations
involve 1-, 2-, 5-, and 6-forms, which the deformed Hodge operator cannot generate when acting on the pure spinors since these contain only 0-, 3-, 4- and 7-forms.

1- and 27-deformations

A deformation in the trivial representation 1 corresponds to a uniform volume rescaling of all the $G_2$-structure forms. An infinitesimal deformation parametrised by $\delta L$ acts on the forms as follows:

$$
\delta_1 \Phi = 3 \delta L \Phi, \quad \delta_1 (\star \Phi) = 4 \delta L \star \Phi, \quad \delta_1 \text{vol}_7 = 7 \delta L \text{vol}_7.
$$

(5.14)

With these we can verify that

$$
\delta_1 \Psi_\mp = \pm \star \lambda (\delta_1 \Psi_\pm) + 7 \delta L \Psi_\mp, \quad 7 \delta L \text{vol}_7 = \mp 16e^{-2A} \langle \Psi_\mp, \delta_1 \Psi_\pm \rangle.
$$

(5.15)

The supersymmetry condition $\delta_1 W + (W/2)\delta_1 K = 0$ for such a deformation then results in

$$
0 = \mp \left< e^{A-\phi} \delta_1 \Psi_\mp, F \right> + 8e^{-4A} \left< d_H \left( e^{2A-\phi} \Psi_\pm \right), e^{2A-\phi} \delta_1 \Psi_\mp \right> + \frac{W_{\text{on-shell}}}{V_7} (7 \delta L \text{vol}_7).
$$

(5.16)

The first term can now be rewritten with eq. (5.8) and (5.15), and one finds after multiplying with $e^{2A+\phi}$ that

$$
0 = - \left< \star \lambda (\delta_1 \Psi_\pm), e^{3A} F \right> + 8 \left< d_H \left( e^{2A-\phi} \Psi_\pm \right), \delta_1 \Psi_\mp \right> + \left( \frac{\mu}{2} e^{3A-\phi} + e^{2A+\phi} \frac{W_{\text{on-shell}}}{V_7} \right) (7 \delta L \text{vol}_7).
$$

(5.17)

Now using (2.7), (5.5) and (5.15), we arrive at

$$
0 = \left< - \frac{1}{8} e^{3A} \star \lambda F + d_H \left( e^{2A-\phi} \Psi_\pm \right), \pm 2\mu e^{A-\phi} \Psi_\mp, \delta_1 \Psi_\pm \right>.
$$

(5.18)

In order for this to vanish, the 1-component of the first argument of the pairing needs to vanish because of eq. (5.12). Similarly, one could manipulate (5.16) such that $\delta_1 \Psi_\mp$ appears in the second argument of the pairing. Together, the two conditions reproduce the 1-component of the pure spinor equation (2.9).

Let us now look at deformations in the 27-representation. Such deformations can be generated by a traceless symmetric matrix $\beta_m^n$ through

$$
\delta_{\text{27}} \Psi_\pm = \beta_m^n e^m \wedge \iota_n \Psi_\pm,
$$

(5.19)

with $\iota_n = e^n \iota$ is a contraction operator. Such deformations satisfy

$$
\star \lambda (\delta_{\text{27}} \Psi_\mp) = \pm \delta_{\text{27}} \Psi_\mp.
$$

(5.20)

The volume is only subject to deformations in the trivial representation, and hence the su-
persymmetry condition becomes $\delta_{27} \mathcal{W} = 0$. This is equivalent to
\begin{equation}
0 = \mp \left\langle e^{A-\phi} \delta_{27} \Psi_+ , F \right\rangle + 8e^{-4A} \left\langle d_H \left( e^{2A-\phi} \Psi_+ \right) , e^{2A-\phi} \delta_{27} \Psi_+ \right\rangle. \tag{5.21}
\end{equation}
By using (2.7) and (5.20) this condition is simplified to:
\begin{equation}
0 = \left\langle -\frac{1}{8} e^{3A} {}^\star \lambda F + d_H \left( e^{2A-\phi} \Psi_+ \right) , \delta_{27} \Psi_+ \right\rangle. \tag{5.22}
\end{equation}
Again, this has to vanish for all deformations $\delta_{27} \Psi_\pm$, such that we recover the 27-component of the pure spinor equation (2.9).

7- and 14-deformations

One could wonder about the deformations of the superpotential in the fundamental 7- and adjoint 14-representations. Such deformations do not affect the volume and hence the Kähler potential neither. As argued above, those deformations also do not affect the Hodge operator and thus satisfy
\begin{equation}
{}^\star \lambda (\delta_i \Psi_\pm) = \mp \delta_i \Psi_\pm. \tag{5.23}
\end{equation}
The effect of such deformations on the superpotential is similar to the 27-case, but with a sign difference:
\begin{equation}
0 = \left\langle +\frac{1}{8} e^{3A} {}^\star \lambda F + d_H \left( e^{2A-\phi} \Psi_+ \right) , \delta_i \Psi_\pm \right\rangle, \quad i = 7, 14. \tag{5.24}
\end{equation}
This comes with the wrong sign when compared to (2.9). Does this then invalidate the results? Fortunately it does not by the virtue of the first pure spinor equation (2.8), which we independently derived from the superpotential in (5.10). We argued in section 4 that $H$ and the torsion classes $W_7$ and $W_{14}$ vanish for constant warping and dilaton in type IIB due to the first pure spinor equation (5.10). In type IIA we concluded in section 3 from the same pure spinor equation (5.10) that $H$ has no 7-component (otherwise $\Phi \wedge H \neq 0$) and that $W_7$ vanishes. Due to the necessary absence of O4-planes it was argued that $W_{14}$ also needs to vanish. From all this, we conclude that $d_H \left( e^{2A-\phi} \Psi_\pm \right)$ has no 7- and no 14-component in both type IIA and IIB due to the first spinor equation we derived in (5.10). Hence, the second term in (5.24) vanishes due to eq. (5.12). This leaves us with
\begin{equation}
0 = \langle {}^\star \lambda F, \delta_i \Psi_\pm \rangle, \quad i = 7, 14. \tag{5.25}
\end{equation}
It leads us to conclude that the fluxes cannot have components in the 7- and 14-representations, i.e.
\begin{equation}
\pi_7(F) = 0, \quad \pi_{14}(F) = 0. \tag{5.26}
\end{equation}
This is perfectly consistent with what we have found earlier. Another interesting remark is that the sign difference with (2.9) serves in a way as a prediction that $W_{14}$ needs to vanish,
as an alternative to the O4-argument used earlier.

Lastly we remark that a 7-deformation is parametrised by an infinitesimal one-form which we call $\delta\alpha_1$. It acts on the pure spinors by

$$\delta_7\Psi_\pm = (\delta\alpha_1 \wedge - \delta\alpha_1 \wedge) \Psi_\mp. \quad (5.27)$$

with $\wedge$ the contraction operator. It is interesting to note that such a 7-transformation transforms the pure spinors of a $G_2$-structure into those of an SU(3)-structure (see e.g. [56, 73]). Indeed, for a one-form $v$, one can regard

$$\Psi_{SU(3)}^{\pm} = (v \wedge - v \wedge) \Psi_{G_2}^{\mp}. \quad (5.28)$$

Furthermore, it is a special O(7,7)-transformation that corresponds to T-duality along the vector dual to $v$.

### 6 Summary

In this paper it was demonstrated that AdS$_3$ vacua of type II orientifolds with $G_2$-structure can easily be captured by the pure spinor techniques of [56]. Finding such vacuum solutions with minimal supersymmetry amounts to solving the pure spinor equations and the Bianchi identities for the Ramond-Ramond fluxes. This approach leads to the same conclusions as in [53, 55] for specific types of vacua. The type IIA vacua can be seen as the 3d analogues of the 4d DGKT solutions, they can exhibit scale separation as well and are therefore in tension with the strong ADC [7]. It was also argued in [51] that they also violate the $\mathbb{Z}_k$-refined strong ADC of [30]. On the other hand, the type IIB solutions do not exhibit scale separation.

Finally a general formula was given for the 3d superpotential in terms of the $G_2$-structure pure spinors and its supersymmetry conditions were shown to be equivalent to the pure spinor equations. Although the latter was shown in the context of $G_2$-structures, it is to be expected that the Kähler- and superpotential should have very similar expressions for 3d $\mathcal{N} = 1$ backgrounds with SU(3)-structure or generalised $G_2$-structure [73]. T-duality gives a hint for this, as it transforms a $G_2$-structure into a 7d SU(3)-structure but it does not change the final form of the Kähler- and superpotential. It would therefore be interesting to derive the 3d superpotential from the gravitino mass, as was done for heterotic 3d supergravity in [74]. Furthermore, it was shown in [75] that the local backreaction of the O6-planes can be computed using the techniques of [41] that were developed for 4d DGKT vacua. It would be interesting to do the same exercise with the pure spinors of a generalised $G_2$-structure, along the same lines of [42] where this was done with generalised SU(3)-structures for 4d DGKT solutions.
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